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Abstract— Exoskeletons could compete with active
prostheses as effective aids to reduce the increased metabolic
demands faced by lower-limb amputees during locomotion.
However, little evidence of their efficacy with amputees has
been provided so far. In this paper, a portable hip exoskeleton
has been tested with seven healthy subjects and two
transfemoral amputees, with the final goal to verify whether a
hip flexion-extension assistance could be effective in reducing
the metabolic cost of walking. The metabolic power of the
participants was estimated through indirect calorimetry during
alternated repetitions of three treadmill-based walking
conditions: without the exoskeleton (NoExo), with the
exoskeleton in zero-torque mode (ExoTM) and with the
exoskeleton providing hip flexion-extension assistance
(ExoAM). The results showed that the exoskeleton reduced the
net metabolic power of the two amputees in ExoAM with
respect to NoExo, by 5.0% and 3.4%. With healthy subjects, a
5.5±3.1% average reduction in the metabolic power was
observed during ExoAM compared to ExoTM (differences
were not statistically significant), whereas ExoAM required
3.9±3.0% higher metabolic power than NoExo (differences
were not statistically significant). These results provide initial
evidence of the potential of exoskeletal technologies for
assisting lower-limb amputees, thereby paving the way for
further experimentations.

I. INTRODUCTION
Data on the incidence of lower-limb loss report that most
amputation cases are performed on elderly patients with
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limited general health and fitness [1]. Current passive or
semi-active prostheses do not completely restore
physiological gait patterns and, as a consequence, amputees
typically spend 30-60% more energy compared to ablebodied individuals [2], [3], with negative effects on health,
independence and quality of life [1], [4], [5].
Active prostheses represent a widely pursued solution for
recovering amputees’ gait and functional abilities beyond
what currently allowed by passive prostheses. However, the
considerable distal weight of a powered knee-ankle
prosthesis may not be optimal to reduce the metabolic cost
of walking in transfemoral amputees [4]–[7]. Exoskeleton
solutions on the other hand, have rarely been explored in
applications related to amputees gait assistance [8], [9]. Thus
far, the assistance of a quasi-passive knee orthosis coupled
to a powered ankle prosthesis has been shown to account for
3-5% metabolic reduction in two transtibial amputees [10].
In [6], the authors have hypothesized that, since hip and
ankle equally contribute to the average positive power
produced by the lower limb throughout the stride [11], hip
exoskeletons could outperform active prostheses in
improving locomotion efficiency of transfemoral amputees,
given their proximal weight distribution; in that study a
unilateral hip device was shown to lower the Physiological
Cost Index (PCI) in one transfemoral amputee.
Except for the promising results of the aforementioned
early works, the authors of this study are not aware of other
studies exploring the metabolic effects of exoskeleton
assistance for amputees.
In this study, we investigated the effects of a portable hip
exoskeleton on metabolic consumption on a convenience
sample of participants, including two transfemoral amputees
and seven healthy subjects, in three walking tasks. Namely,
the tasks were: (i) natural walking (NoExo), (ii) walking
with the exoskeleton controlled in transparent mode, i.e.
providing zero output torque (ExoTM) and (iii) walking with
bilateral flexion-extension assistance (ExoAM).
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. The Active Pelvis Orthosis
The Active Pelvis Orthosis (APO) is a powered
exoskeleton that assists hip flexion/extension during
locomotion. The APO used in this study is an evolution of the
prototype described in [12], which is now fully portable and
weights approximately 5 kg. The control electronics and the

battery operating the system are housed in a backpack
secured to the user’s body by means of an orthotic shell,
designed to unload most of the device weight on the iliac
crests, to minimally affect walking energetics [13]. Two
actuation units located in the lower part of the backpack
transfer the power via a 4-bar mechanism to the
corresponding hip joints, which are located in line with the
flexion-extension rotation axes of the biological hip joints.
Two output links connect the device to the posterior part of
the user’s thighs by means of adjustable straps. The hip
motion in the sagittal plane has a range of [-20,100] deg
(positive values in flexion). In order to avoid hindering the
movement in the frontal plane, a passive abduction/adduction
mechanism has been integrated into the device structure, with
a range of [-15,30] deg (positive values in abduction). Each
actuation unit implements a Series Elastic Actuator (SEA)
architecture, including a 70W DC motor (EC45 flat, Maxon
Motor®, Sachseln, Switzerland), a gear reduction stage
(Harmonic Drive, 100:1) and a custom torsional spring (~200
Nm/rad). The actuation units have been designed to provide
torque peaks of ~15 Nm and minimal mechanical output
impedance when the device is controlled in transparent
mode, i.e. it provides null output torque (previous
characterizations resulted in a mechanical output impedance
of ~0.5 Nm/rad at 1 Hz). The control system runs on a NI
SbRIO9651 processor (National InstrumentsTM, USA)
featured with both a FPGA and Arm controllers. Two
absolute 17-bits encoders are used to estimate the user hip
angle and to read the spring deformation, the latter necessary
to measure the output torque and close the low-level torque
control loop. The hip angle is used by the high-level
controller, which estimates the gait phase based on adaptive

oscillators and locks the 0% of the gait cycle to the flexion
peak of the hip angle [14]. Assistive torque profiles are
computed according to different strategies. For this study, the
so-called virtual stiffness and feed-forward assistive
strategies were used. The former estimates the assistive
torque using an impedance control strategy based on the hip
angular profile and the predicted profile calculated using nonlinear Kernel filter coupled to adaptive oscillators [15]. The
second one provides phase-locked torque profiles, shaped as
Gaussian curves tunable in amplitude, phase and duration.
Both modalities are illustrated in more detail in Figure 1b.
B. Participants
A convenience sample of two transfemoral amputees
(identified as IDA and IDB) and seven healthy volunteers
(identified as IDH1-7) took part in the experiments (Table I).
The trials were conducted according to local regulations and
with the approval of the reference Ethics Committee (Ethics
Committee of Area Vasta Centro Toscana, approval number:
12739_spe) and provision of participants’ written informed
consent.
C. Experimental Procedures
Subjects participated to two trials, namely a familiarization
and an assessment trial. The familiarization was intended to
warm-up, familiarize users with the device and tune the
assistive parameters; the assessment was devoted to assessing
metabolic consumption in different experimental conditions.
The familiarization was performed based on the following
sequence. First, treadmill speed was selected. For healthy
participants, gait speeds ranged between 0.94 and 1 m/s;
experiments were conducted with +6% incline, in order to

Figure 1. (a) Experimental setup: participants walked on a treadmill (i) without the APO (NoExo), (ii) with the APO in zero-torque mode (ExoTM) and
(iii) with the APO providing assistive torque (ExoAM); during the assessment trial, a metronome was used to keep cadence constant and the Oxycon
Mobile gas analyzer recorded the rated of O2 and CO2 consumptions. (b) Sample assistive torque profiles for the virtual stiffness (VS) and feed-forward
(FF) strategies. In VS, the assistive torque is proportional to the difference between the predicted (dashed line) and the measured (solid line) hip joint
angles by means of the proportional constant k, called “virtual stiffness”. The predicted joint angle is the hip angle estimated by the adaptive oscillators
with a phase shift equal to the set “phase lead” (pl); the measured hip angle is given by the reading of the hip joint encoder [14],[15]. In FF, extensor
and flexor torques are shaped as Gaussian curves. The operator decides the phase of the torque peak (p [% of the gait cycle]), the duration of the
assistance (d [% of the gait cycle]) and its amplitude (a [Nm]) separately for flexor and extensor torques.

ExoAM condition during familiarization, subjects’ stride
period was measured online (as the time between consecutive
hip flexion peaks) and used to set a metronome to minimize
cadence variations between the ExoAM and ExoTM
conditions [20]. At the end of the familiarization, the
participants were allowed to rest ~30 min. The assessment
trial started when stress indicators (blood pressure, oxygen
saturation and HR) had returned to baseline levels. The
assessment trial consisted of three walking conditions,
namely NoExo, ExoAM and ExoTM; all conditions were
conducted on the treadmill at the previously selected speed
and with a metronome to keep a fixed cadence. Each
condition had a duration comprised between 3 and 6 minutes,
depending on the required time to reach the steady state,
indicated by a plateau observed by the experimenters in the
oxygen uptake rate. Indeed the plateau is generally reached
after ~3 min of submaximal activity [21], but during
prolonged exercise without breaks or with just little recovery,
shorter adaptation times were considered (1 or 2 minutes). As
in the familiarization trial, heart rate and the rates of O2
uptake and CO2 output were monitored by physical therapists
and a medical doctor. For amputees, baseline consumptions
(BL) were recorded prior to start walking in the standing
position and each condition was followed by a short resting
period while standing still. Trial sequences and durations are
provided in Table II.

increase the exercise intensity and lead to energetic
expenditure closer to the typical values experienced by
amputees. Incline walking was preferred over walking at high
speed in order to remain within the range of optimal
performance of the APO. Amputees selected their
comfortable treadmill speed (Table I), as done in similar
studies [16], [17], and walked with a slope of +3%. Once
treadmill settings had been adjusted, the participants donned
the APO and started walking while the operator tuned the
assistive parameters (Figure 1b): torque was provided
bilaterally, during both the extension and flexion phases,
using either the virtual stiffness or the feed-forward strategies
and torque peaks were tuned to reach ~10% of the biological
hip torque, estimated considering the user’s body mass [18].
In general, the virtual stiffness mode was considered first, as
it allows a simpler and faster tuning procedure. However, as
the assistive profiles resulting from this strategy are highly
dependent on the accuracy and repeatability of the hip
angular profiles –which in turn may be affected by a suboptimal device wearability– the feed-forward strategy was
preferred for users whose hip angular profiles were not
deemed reliable when tuning the virtual stiffness mode. For
the feed-forward strategy, torque timing and duration were
set according to the torque profiles that had resulted from the
virtual stiffness algorithm, in order to provide comparable
torque patterns across users regardless of the selected
assistive strategy (Table I). After setting the parameters, the
subjects continued walking while alternating between ~3 min
of “assisted” (ExoAM) and “transparent” (ExoTM)
conditions. For amputees, short rests were allowed between
conditions, to prevent excessive fatigue, determined by
HR>80%HRmax or respiratory exchange ratios (RER)>1.1
[19]. Heart rate and O2/CO2 exchange rates were monitored
throughout the trial using a portable gas analyzer (Oxycon
Mobile, CareFusion, Germany) and under the supervision of
a medical doctor, to control exercise intensity and to verify
the effectiveness of ExoAM versus ExoTM. In the last

D. Data Analysis
During the assessment trial, the heart rate, O2 uptake and
CO2 output were recorded by the gas analyzer and exported
from the system software on a temporal basis (0.2 Hz), while
the APO acquired the hip angle and torque data at 100 Hz.
The data were stored and analyzed offline in Matlab
(Mathworks Inc., Natick, USA).
Metabolic data were filtered (mobile median filter, 5th
order), normalized by body mass and used to compute the

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PARTICIPANTS, TREADMILL SPEEDS, SLOPES AND ASSISTIVE STRATEGIES
Subject

Amputation
side

IDA

Medicare
functional
level
K3

IDB

K3

L

IDH1
IDH2
IDH3
IDH4
IDH5
IDH6
IDH7

-

-

R

Prosthesis type
Knee

Ankle

C-leg 3,
Ottobock
3R45,
Ottobock
-

Triton,
Ottobock
Energy
release
-

Sex

Age

Weight
(kg)

Height
(cm)

Speed
(m/s)

Slope

Assistive
strategy

3%

Metronome
frequency
(bpm)
44*

M

72

66.9

180

0.78

M

53

76.0

166

0.72

3%

86

FF

M
M
M
M
M
M
M

26
26
24
28
26
28
26

67.5
73.4
70.0
74.1
79.1
75.3
78.0

170
177
175
170
184
175
165

0.94
0.94
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

6%
6%
6%
6%
6%
6%
6%

105
50*
50*
53*
52*
98
104

VS
VS
VS
FF
VS
FF
FF

FF

(*metronome set at stride frequency instead of step frequency)

TABLE II. SEQUENCE OF THE ASSESSMENT TRIAL
Subject
IDA
IDB
IDH1
IDH2
IDH3
IDH4
IDH5
IDH6
IDH7

Trial sequence
NoExo
ExoTM
ExoAM
ExoAM
ExoTM
NoExo
BL
NoExo
ExoTM
ExoAM
ExoAM
ExoTM
NoExo
BL
NoExo
ExoAM
ExoTM
ExoAM
ExoTM
ExoAM
ExoTM
ExoAM
NoExo
NoExo
ExoAM
ExoTM
ExoAM
ExoTM
ExoAM
ExoTM
ExoAM
NoExo
NoExo
ExoAM
ExoTM
ExoAM
ExoTM
ExoAM
ExoTM
ExoAM
NoExo
NoExo ExoAM ExoTM ExoAM ExoTM ExoAM ExoTM ExoAM ExoTM ExoAM NoExo
NoExo
ExoAM
ExoTM
ExoAM
ExoTM
ExoAM
ExoTM
ExoAM
NoExo
NoExo
ExoAM
ExoTM
ExoAM
ExoTM
ExoAM
ExoTM
ExoAM
NoExo
NoExo
ExoAM
ExoTM
ExoAM
ExoTM
ExoAM
ExoTM
ExoAM
NoExo

metabolic power according to the Brockway equation [22].
Nitrogen contribution was omitted from the calculation, since
protein metabolism was not deemed to be relevant during the
performed submaximal and relatively short exercise [17],
[23]. For amputees, the net value of the metabolic power was
computed by subtracting the average baseline consumptions.
The values of the last two minutes of each repetition of the
three conditions (ExoAM, ExoTM, NoExo) were averaged to
obtain the mean steady-state values. The mean steady state
values of repetitions of the same condition were further
averaged to obtain the overall values for each one of the three
conditions for each subject. For healthy subjects, individual
values were also averaged across participants and the
aggregated results were tested for significant variations
among the three conditions with non-parametric ANOVA
(Friedman’s test, p=0.05) and multiple comparison analysis
(Dunn’s test). The relative differences in the metabolic
power between pairs of conditions were also computed; in
particular, the percentage differences between (i) ExoAM
and ExoTM, (ii) ExoAM and NoExo and (iii) ExoTM and
NoExo were computed as:
(1)
Heart rate data were used to compute the Heart Rate
Reserve (HRR) [24][25], as a further indicator of the
individual effort sustained by amputee subjects during the
trial.
As for the data recorded by the APO, the hip joint angle
data were derived and filtered (2nd order, Butterworth low-

pass filter at 15Hz) to extract the hip velocity, which was
used to estimate the power delivered by the APO. The data
were segmented into single strides using the hip angle
flexion peaks. For each stride, the stride period, the mean
power (W/kg) and the peak flexor torque (Nm/kg) were
computed and then averaged across all the strides in ExoAM
and ExoTM separately. Moreover, single stride profiles were
interpolated and averaged to obtain the mean patterns under
ExoAM and ExoTM.
III. RESULTS
Figure 2a reports the oxygen uptake rates during the
assessment trial for the two transfemoral amputees. When
testing the APO, both subjects showed lower net metabolic
power in ExoAM relatively to NoExo condition, with
reductions equal to 5.0% (IDA) and 3.4% (IDB). The
ExoTM condition resulted in +2.5% and +4.8% increases
relatively to NoExo, for IDA and IDB respectively. As for
exercise intensity, the NoExo condition resulted in
27.3±3.7% of HRR for IDA and 47.9±7.9% of HRR for
IDB.
Similarly to amputee participants, healthy subjects walked
on average with 5.5±3.1% lower metabolic power in
ExoAM than in ExoTM (Figure 2b). In this case however,
the ExoTM condition resulted in 10.0±4.2% higher energetic
expenditure with respect to the NoExo condition (Figure 2b).
Friedman’s test highlighted significant differences among
the three conditions (p=9.1e-4). The difference between
ExoTM and NoExo was statistically significant (p=5.5e-4)

Figure 2. (a) Amputees’ results: raw oxygen uptake rates recorded during the assessment trial of amputee subjects (left) and net metabolic power at the
steady state for the three walking conditions; the resulting values were the average of the two repetitions of each condition. (b) Healthy subjects’
results: individual metabolic power at the steady state for the three walking conditions (the resulting values were the average of the repetitions of each
condition) (top); and aggregated results averaged across subjects (the star marks the only significantly different condition (p<0.05)) (bottom).

while the improvement between ExoTM and ExoAM was
not significant (p=0.17).
In ExoAM, the power transferred by the APO to each hip
was estimated to be on average 0.091±0.025 W/kg for
healthy subjects, 0.075±0.011 W/kg for IDA and
0.086±0.015 W/kg for IDB, with average peak flexor
torques of 0.114±0.011 Nm/kg for healthy subjects,
0.135±0.005 Nm/kg for IDA and 0.123±0.006 Nm/kg for
IDB (Table III). Average angle, torque and power profiles
for IDA and IDB are shown in Figure 3.
IV. DISCUSSION
The hip flexion/extension torque provided by the APO
effectively reduced the metabolic cost of treadmill walking
of the two amputees. Indeed, the limited difference of the
metabolic consumption between the NoExo and ExoTM
conditions allowed to observe an overall positive effect of
the assistance, also when compared to walking without the
exoskeleton. For gait efficiency, results of this study are
comparable to those obtained in a previous study in which
walking with an active knee prosthesis (weight 3.6 kg) was
found to decrease the metabolic power of an amputee by
6.8% with respect to a passive prosthesis [17]. Another study
reported that one transfemoral amputee walking with a
unilateral hip exoskeleton was able to decrease the PCI
compared to walking without the exoskeleton [6]. In [6], the
assistive strategy consisted of a flexor torque on the
amputated side similar to the one used in this study: torque
profiles were tuned with a peak equal to 0.09 Nm/kg at 58%
of the gait phase (with 0% of the gait phase at the heel-

strike). In line with previous research, the preliminary results
obtained in this study suggest that providing flexor torque
starting during the push-off with an amplitude of ~0.1
Nm/kg could be effective to improve the gait efficiency of
transfemoral amputees. Unfortunately however, the multiple
differences of the two studies such as the weight and
functionality of the device, the different assessment metrics
and the limited number of test subjects, limit meaningful
quantitative comparisons of energetic results.
Heart rate monitoring provided an additional measure of
the individual fatigue faced during walking by each amputee
–hence an insight on their individual fitness levels–
revealing that the same task resulted in different exercise
demands for the two participants: the intensity of the NoExo
condition was “low” for IDA and “moderate” for IDB,
according to HRR% reference ranges [26]. Thus the APO
seemed to reduce the energetic demand of walking over a
range of aerobic levels. Ideally, this ability might allow the
APO to lower barriers to physical activity of deconditioned
individuals by reducing the effort needed initially and
adjusting based on individual fitness [27], [28]. To this end,
and given the previous considerations on the effects of added
load on energetic consumptions, further investigations will
focus on quantifying the maximum ExoAM-vs-NoExo gain
that can be expected when the added mass is kept to a
minimum –e.g. detaching the actuation units from the
backpack– as a “best-case” scenario.
As regards healthy subjects, the results of this study
showed lower energetic expenditures in ExoAM than in
ExoTM, yet the beneficial effect of the assistive action was
not sufficient to cancel the added payload of carrying the
exoskeleton, as the metabolic cost in ExoAM resulted higher
than in the NoExo condition. In part, limited metabolic cost
reductions could be explained by the short time for
adaptation to the exoskeleton assistance, as longer practice
seems to be necessary for optimizing the metabolic cost of
walking with assistive robotic devices [29], [30]. Moreover,
as a main difference with respect to amputees, healthy
subjects walking with the APO in ExoTM resulted in a
significantly higher increase of the metabolic effort
compared to the NoExo condition. An explanation for such a
different loading effect of the APO may be related to the
additional anti-gravitational work necessary during slope
walking, which was set to 6% for healthy subjects against
the 3% selected for amputees [31]. Inclined walking was
TABLE III.

ExoAM

Figure 3. Hip angular profiles, APO output torque and power in
ExoAM measured by onboard sensors for the two amputee subjects.

IDA
(mean±sd)
IDB
(mean±sd)
IDHs
(mean±sd
across subj)

Stride
Period [s]

APO Peak
Flex Torque
[Nm/kg]

APO Power
[W/kg]

1.36±0.08

0.135±0.005

0.075±0.011

1.40±0.10

0.123±0.006

0.086±0.015

1.19±0.04

0.114±0.011

0.091±0.025

performed in order to increase the effectiveness of the APO
assistance, as uphill walking has been shown to require a
greater relative contribution of the hip joint to the overall
positive power of the lower-limb than level walking [32].
However, the benefit brought by the assistance remained
lower than generally achieved with other hip devices during
level walking and delivering lower or comparable power
with similar torque timings [33]–[35]. Different assessment
conditions across studies such as different loading
conditions, treadmill speed and inclinations, as well as
methodical variations in the computation of the metabolic
outcome measures, might account for small-scale variations
in numeric results, thus requiring caution in rating device
performance based only on findings on metabolic
consumption. For example, in this study, the computation of
gross rather than net metabolic power for the healthy
subjects partly contributed to comparatively underestimate
the gain in ExoAM. Furthermore, in our study, the choice of
slower treadmill speeds than others exploiting similar
orthoses and torque profiles might partly explain our
relatively lower metabolic reductions: in fact, the higher
range of motion and muscular activation observed during hip
flexion/extension for increasing speed [36] might augment
the beneficial effect of the assistance during fast walking. In
line with this, other studies exploring treadmill speeds
comparable to ours, also reported similar metabolic
reductions [20], [37].
Overall, several open questions remain unexplored, such
as the importance of providing assistive extensor torque on
the prosthetic limb. In [34], [38], walking with a hip
exoskeleton that provided assistance only during the
extension phase was found to reduce the metabolic cost of
walking in healthy subjects, but such an assistive strategy
delivering purely extensor torques has never been tested in
amputees. Regarding the assistive torque, it would be
interesting to investigate whether a unilateral device
extremely reduced in weight yet assisting only the prosthetic
limb would be more effective than a bilateral one, which has
a higher mass but can deliver up to double the power. Our
results showing only a limited increase in metabolic
consumption in ExoTM would support that a bilateral device
could be worth to restore physiological patterns on the sound
side as well as on the prosthetic side. For example, an
assistive extension torque on the sound limb could mitigate
amputees’ increased hip work, probably a compensation for
the decreased concurrent push-off on the prosthetic side
[39], [40]. Moreover, a study comparing unilateral and
bilateral assistance with an ankle exoskeleton, showed that
metabolic consumption was maximally reduced with
bilateral assistance, either splitting the total power provided
unilaterally among the two limbs or doubling that amount
replicating the unilateral assistance on both limbs [41].
These results would need to be verified with amputees.
Nonetheless, the reduced weight of unilateral devices would
be expected to elicit significant gains in gait energetics.
Thus, reducing (and optimally distributing) the weight added

by the exoskeleton might as well override the importance of
assisting both limbs as a primary design specification for
devices intended to reduce the energetic cost of walking.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, a portable powered hip orthosis was tested
with healthy subjects and two transfemoral amputees.
Assisting hip flexion/extension with the exoskeleton was
found effective to reduce the metabolic cost of treadmill
walking for the amputees, whilst the overall beneficial
effects for healthy subjects were observed to a lesser extent
and did not overcome the burden of carrying the
exoskeleton. Our results confirmed the potential
effectiveness of exoskeletons to assist the gait of
transfemoral amputees, but several open points need to be
still investigated. Further assessments with amputees are
needed to identify optimal assistive strategies and
parameters as well as design guidelines for device
optimization for these specific users.
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